Hurricane Maria

RAPID LOSS ESTIMATIONS
IN DEVASTATING CONDITIONS...

The Event...
Hurricane Maria’s impact is difficult to
describe in words. While the storm didn’t make
landfall in the Continental United States, its
effects across the Caribbean, including the
Virgin Islands, Dominica, Turks and Caicos and
Puerto Rico, were absolutely devastating.
The US territory of Puerto Rico experienced
the total failure of its electricity transmission
and distribution systems; two months after
the storm, half of the island’s residents still

did not have power. Nearly every building in
Dominica was damaged by 160 mph wind
gusts and rainfall, leaving much of that island
in rubble.
The horrible scenes of such destruction were
mirrored across neighbouring islands. One
early estimate of insured damages came in at
$40 to $80 million; when all is said and done,
the total cost of damages caused by the
storm may exceed $100 billion.

“I’VE LOOKED AT A LOT OF IMAGERY OVER
THE LAST 30 YEARS, AND I’VE NEVER
SEEN ANYTHING LIKE THIS”
Dave Fox, CEO, Geospatial Insight
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“FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 300 YEARS,
THERE’S NOT A SINGLE LIVING
PERSON ON THE ISLAND OF
BARBUDA — A CIVILIZATION THAT
HAS EXISTED ON THAT ISLAND FOR
OVER 300 YEARS HAS NOW
BEEN EXTINGUISHED.”
Ronald Sanders, Antigua and Barbuda’s
Ambassador to the United States

Our Clients’ Needs:
In the wake of Maria’s devastation, our client’s top priority was to provide detailed information on
specific properties to generate rapid loss estimates and assistance with claims. Given the damage to
costly infrastructure and properties, not to mention the risks involved for residents, it was crucial for our
team to collect, assess and deliver the required information as swiftly as possible.
To achieve this goal, the need for flexible logistics was paramount. Maria’s incredible wind power
decimated many Caribbean islands, with wide-ranging damage to basic infrastructure, electricity
transmission, communications, running water and roads. This made in-person damage assessment a
near impossibility, especially for islands where direct access was restricted to aid and
emergency services.
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Initiating Operations
Our Mission Control team assessed local
resources and developed an operational
plan in coordination with partners in Latin
America and the Caribbean. Assessing the
unique logistical factors for each island, we
developed procedures and contingency plans
to get the information our client needed from
each location in the immediate aftermath of
the storm.
For example, we relied on high-resolution
satellite data to assess electricity
infrastructure damage in Dominica, where
physical access to the island was strictly
closed to non-humanitarian arrivals.

For other locations, our team commissioned
boat operators from the Guadeloupe islands
to transport chartered drones to shallow
waters near each island, conduct flyovers of
key locations and properties and return to the
mainland to recharge. These operations were
repeated daily until sufficient data could be
collected and analysed. In places where we
did have on-the-ground access, our team
faced damaged roads, insufficient electricity
and the general commotion and confusion
that follows dramatic events. It is precisely in
situations like these that operational expertise
becomes far more than a competitive
advantage.
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Our Results
Especially in cases of widespread devastation to physical infrastructure, the ability to react quickly
and adapt to local conditions is vital. Our approach compensates for poor conditions and safely
delivers results almost in real-time.
In fact, in the case of the French territories in the Leeward Islands we had completed our datagathering and property assessment operations weeks before the first human loss adjusters began
arriving onshore.
For Geospatial Insight, operational expertise spans both technology and human ingenuity. Our
technology utilises the most sophisticated machine learning processes to produce accurate
predictions and detailed property-level intelligence. But our ability to gather those data is decidedly
human, and it’s a direct result of our depth of experience in managing disaster-area operations.
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Into the Future...
Part of our ongoing investments as a firm are
poured into answering this question: what
else can we do to get rapid predictions and
assessments of property damage in extreme
environments?
To Geospatial Insight, the next logical
innovation is to expand our data-gathering to
the interiors of buildings as well.

We are currently testing ways to collect
detailed image data of both building
exteriors and interiors to produce even more
accurate damage assessment to support loss
adjustment. With the permission of clients and
property owners, our service could produce
detailed reports on the full scope of damage
in the wake of a natural disaster or other
event – at much lower risk to humans.

Geospatial
Insight for
Insurance
Visual intelligence is an innovative way for insurers to facilitate claims management, but it can also
be used to deepen and strengthen client relationships.
GEOSPATIAL INSIGHT’S VISUAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE OFFERS THE ABILITY TO:
Predict the potential damage of a natural disaster.
Help identify which policyholders are likely to be affected and to what extent.
Readily develop estimates of potential claims sizes and facilitate total loss estimates.
Rapidly and accurately assess actual damage down to the property level.
Objectively and accurately verify claims.
In CAT level events, situations change rapidly and can present direct threats to human life. Our
operational team provides the information analysis that our clients need without sacrificing time or
human safety.
With our rapid response capability and flexible logistics, we put our clients in control of the postdisaster process, facilitating stronger customer service, more rapid claims management and a faster
start on the road to recovery.
Turn your claims management process into a source of innovation and excellence with Geospatial
Insight.
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About
Geospatial
Insight

Visual
Intelligence
for Insurance

Geospatial Insight is Europe’s leading provider
of independent research and alternative
data derived from the analysis of satellite
imagery and other aerial sources, combining
this intelligence with a range of other data
sources to provide in-depth market insight
and business analytics to clients in the
corporate, financial and insurance sectors.

Geospatial Insight is leveraging innovations
in drone, satellite and aerial imagery and
combining with big data capabilities to
revolutionise the Insurance sector.

Established in 2012 and headquartered in the
UK, Geospatial Insight provides these unique
intelligence services to clients around the
world. Geospatial Insight is also a member
of the European Association of Independent
Research Providers (EuroIRP).

We enhance traditional insurance data
collection and assessment methods by
providing a new source of actionable
information that is backed by visual evidence.
This Visual Intelligence provides insurers,
loss adjusters and brokers with improved
capabilities to monitor, analyse and respond
to risk.

www.geospatial-insight.com

